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By QUAN GUO NONG YE JI SHU TUI GUANG FU WU ZHONG XIN ZU ZHI

paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number
will be provided after the shipment.Paperback Pages Number: 131 Language: Simplified Chinese
Publisher: China Agricultural Press; 1 (January 1. 2011). Tobacco Fertilization main elements: Books
and make full use of the latest measure soil testing and fertilizer and technological achievements.
the main line of crop varieties. fertilizer law is the basis for the nutritional needs of crop growth
period and the different regions of the soil. the formation of different crop fertilization
recommendations. Series 20. involving wheat. rice. corn. soybean. cotton. canola. peanuts.
vegetables. fruit. potatoes. tobacco and other crops. Books on the regional distribution of different
crops. the characteristics of crop nutrition. crop fertilizer characteristics. soil testing and fertilizer
methods. as well as under different cultivation conditions. different fertilizers. the application
period. the number of methods. Is accompanied by crop nutrient deficiency symptoms pictures.
intuitive description of the deficiency symptom of the relatively sensitive to the nutrients in the text.
a good soil testing and fertilizer technology to supplement and complete the book. Books breaking
the previous fertilizer on the fertilizer. nutritional theory nutritional professional fertilization
guidance model. based on crop varieties in a...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is simple in read easier to comprehend. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time period. I found out this book from my i and dad
suggested this pdf to discover.
-- Shakira Kunde-- Shakira Kunde

Complete guide for publication fanatics. It is full of knowledge and wisdom You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's
what catalogues are for about should you question me).
-- Arely Dare-- Arely Dare
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